
Smart Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS) 

Standard ATS Function 
A standard ATS selects between two incoming AC sources and safely allows only one of 
them to pass through to your RV’s Main AC panel. A standard ATS on an RV selects between 
your Generator and Shore Power.


Full AC Passthrough Inverters (Built-in Transfer Switch) 
A typical inverter simply takes DC (battery) power and makes AC (Grid) power. A full 
passthrough inverter combines the features between a standard inverter and a transfer 
switch, allowing the inverter to supply the RV's AC panel (or at least half of it). When shore 
power is available, it will be passed through to the main panel. This feature allows you to use 
the main panel when installing an inverter, forgoing the need for a sub panel. One very nice 
result of this is that you don’t need to have two sets of outlets (Inverter and Shore).


Synchronizing "Hybrid” Inverters 
Taking a full passthrough inverter a step further, with a synchronizing “Hybrid” inverter, you 
can now boost the power coming from your AC source. For example, on 15 amp service, 
you can use 30 amps of loads with the assistance from your battery bank. All you have to do 
is set your inverter's input current limit to the pedestal breaker size. Once you exceed the 
current limit (Shore power capacity), the inverter will add AC power, inverted from your 
battery bank, to boost your available output without overloading your pedestal breaker.


50 amp RV's -vs- 30 amp RV's 
Although all loads on RVs are 120VAC, 30 amp coaches use 120VAC, 30 amp single phase, 
while 50 amp coaches use 240 vac, 50 amp dual phase. Dual phase power is an efficient 
way of transferring more power than single phase, with the addition of only one wire to the 
existing three. In 50 amp coaches, each leg of incoming power goes to its own leg in the AC 
panel. Loads draw from only one leg or the other, as they are all 120 vac on a stock coach. A 
typical full passthrough inverter can only handle one leg of AC power, meaning only half of 
the coach will be powered by the inverter. Furthermore, when using the current limit “Hybrid” 
feature, the inverter is only taking into account the loads on its leg. Loads on the non-
inverted leg will bypass the inverter, causing the input current limit to be exceeded. This 
overloads the available power source, causing the breaker on the pedestal to pop.


Smart ATS 
Understanding the drawbacks to passthrough synchronizing inverters used in 50 amp 
coaches, the Smart ATS automatically selects between 120VAC and 240VAC. 

120VAC: When connected to 15, 20, or 30 amp (120VAC) service, shore power will pass 
through the inverter to supply both legs and all AC loads. This allows current limiting for 
loads from both legs, keeping an accurate gauge of what’s coming in from shore, and 
insuring you won’t pop your input breaker as long as your current limit is set at the breaker 
limit. 

240VAC: When connected to 50 amp (240VAC) service, leg one will pass through the inverter 
and supply all the loads on leg one. Leg two will bypass the inverter and run shore power 
directly to leg two. This offers the full 50 amp 240VAC capacity or 100 amps at 120 vac. 
Problem Solved!


